Perceptual grouping boosts visual working memory capacity and reduces effort during retention
It is well known that we explicitly remember remarkably little of the visual detail around us (Bredemeier & Simons, 2012; Simons & Levin, 1997 ). Yet some elements of the visual scene are rapidly encoded and organized. Structural regularities and features that help to parse the scene into objects affect memory differently than other details (e.g., Alvarez & Oliva, 2009; Woodman, Vecera, & Luck, 2003) . Effects of perceptual organization on visual memory are clear: colour redundancy (Quinlan & Cohen, 2012) , close proximity and connectedness (Woodman et al., 2003) , and background consistency at study and test (Alvarez & Oliva, 2009 ) all boost memory performance. However, it remains uncertain whether these regularities allow more total information to be maintained, thereby easing apparent memory limits, even though theories predict this regardless of whether they assume visual memory limits are discrete (Adam, Vogel, & Awh, 2017; Rouder et al., 2008) or continuous (e.g., Ma, Husain, & Bays, 2014; van den Berg, Shin, Chou, George, & Ma, 2012) . With this study, I aimed to discover whether the presence and strength of perceptual regularities modulates memory for other visual details in the display as expected under the assumption that colour regularities promote perceptual grouping.
There is a consensus that duplicate features, especially salient features like colour, are encoded as a group. Quinlan and Cohen (2012) demonstrated this in a visual recognition memory task. Participants observed a display of several coloured shapes, sometimes with two items sharing the same colour or shape. Performance was better when the to-be-remembered array contained duplicate colours and when one of the duplicated items was probed. Peterson and Berryhill (2013) showed the same phenomena testing memory for colours-in-location. Morey et al. (C. C. Morey, Cong, Zheng, Price, & R. D. Morey, 2015) revealed that uniquely-coloured items in arrays including duplicate colours also benefit from redundancy. This is what one would expect to observe if the formation of a perceptual group based on feature similarity freed up limited working memory capacity, allowing for the encoding of more detail from the remainder of the display. Indeed, models of immediate memory for visual arrays improve when they account for the perceptual regularities in the scene and for the possibility of grouping discrete items (Brady & Tenenbaum, 2013 ). Brady and Tenenbaum found that including both possibilities improved the fit of the model to data, which suggests that representing the global properties of the array and applying grouping may reflect distinct processes.
Consistently with the possibility that multiple processes underlie perceptualgrouping benefits to visual memory, Morey et al. (2015) showed that the boost in capacity for uniquely-coloured objects from displays with duplicates did not occur while participants' attention was occupied with a backwards counting task, though the boost to performance on tests of the duplicate items remained. The robustness of memory for the redundant colours themselves during attentional disruption agrees well with other research similarly showing that effects of visual-spatial organization are preserved when carrying out concurrent tasks. Rossi-Arnaud, Pieroni, and Baddeley (2006) showed that vertically-symmetrical spatial sequences produced higher spans than non-symmetrical patterns even when participants simultaneously performed an attention-demanding verbal sorting task (Furst & Hitch, 2000) . Even though spatial memory was lower overall under their dual-task conditions, the benefit from organization remained. Altogether, this suggests that benefits arising from perceptual organization cannot be solely dependent on the availability of attention or the flexibility to apply a particular strategy, but perhaps specifically using knowledge about perceptual regularities to recover additional detail benefits from the availability of attention. Morey et al. (2015) also explored eye movement patterns occurring during the visual recognition task, ruling out the possibility that the similarity-based boost to capacity was due to colour duplicates capturing and holding attention. On the contrary, participants were more likely to fixate unique colours, especially in the few seconds between offset of the stimuli and the appearance of the test item. This suggests that processes were engaged during retention to keep the encoded details activated, and that these processes were focused mainly on attempting to recover the uniquely coloured items. Altogether, the observation that feature redundancy increases capacity, possibly by ensuring that there are fewer high-priority items to be re-activated during retention, leads to the novel prediction that encoding arrays with redundant features should ease the burden on participants' limited memories, reducing the mental effort needed to maintain the display's features. Possibly, the notable increase in working memory capacity observed with feature redundancy might be accompanied by a corresponding decrease in pupil dilation, widely about easing memory load via feature redundancy to create visual materials that are easier to digest and comprehend. This could be especially valuable for particular populations known to struggle with certain kinds of memory tasks, such as healthy elderly adults. Performance on visual-spatial memory tasks declines consistently with age (Logie & Maylor, 2009; Swanson, 2017) . However, it is not instantly obvious that elderly adults would necessarily benefit from this particular application of feature redundancy. Healthy elderly adults are believed to have special difficulties maintaining associations between features under a variety of circumstances (Brown & Brockmole, 2010; Naveh-Benjamin, 2000; Old & Naveh-Benjamin, 2008) , including some evidence that they struggle with object-location binding. The gains observed to visual memory in the presence of redundant features appeared in tests of colour-shape or colour-location associations; these benefits may depend on intact ability to encode these relationships. However, there is reason to think that perceptual organization benefits visual memory of older adults regardless of any association memory or binding deficit that older adults may experience. Hamilton, Brown, and Rossi-Arnaud found that symmetry in spatial sequences boosted memory performance in elderly as well as young adults (Hamilton, Brown, & RossiArnaud, 2017) . Possibly, the perceptual organization that leads to the capacity boost with colour redundancy likewise occurs in the elderly as well as in the young.
In the present study, I replicated the design of Experiment 1 of Morey et al. (2015) in most particulars, but additionally included trials with as many as three colour duplicates and tested samples of young and elderly adults. Increasing the amount of colour duplicates in some displays affords the possibility of learning whether the benefits to memory capacity continuously increase. The novel goals of this project include testing whether colour duplicates correspond to a reduction in mental exertion as measured by differences in pupillary responses, and learning whether colour duplicates likewise benefit memory in healthy elderly adults. In addition to establishing whether feature redundancy benefits occur in elderly adults, gaze patterns shall be compared with those observed by Morey et al. (2015) to learn whether the distinct patterns they observed replicate in a new sample of young adults, whether those patterns become more extreme when the amount of colour redundancy increases, and whether elderly adults show comparable gaze patterns. The key patterns Morey et al. observed were a greater likelihood of fixating unique items in displays with duplicates, particularly during retention, and earlier fixations to duplicate items during presentation of the stimuli but earlier fixations toward positions previously occupied by unique items during the retention interval.
Prior to beginning data collection, the design and intended analysis plans were preregistered on Open Science Framework (https://osf.io/9ezjh/). Anonymized data, experiment run files, and analysis scripts may also be found there.
Method Participants
Forty-five healthy community-dwelling volunteers were recruited from Edinburgh and the surrounding region to participate. Eligible individuals were between the ages of 18 and 35 or 65 and 85 and presented with no evidence of mental illness or dementia. Participants were given a £7 honorarium for completing the one-hour experimental session. One elderly participant did not complete her session due to discomfort with the experimental apparatus, leaving N=44. The young group included 3 males and 18 females, ranging in age from 19 to 33 (M=23.48, SD=3.79) . The elderly group included 9 males and 14 females, ranging in age from 65 to 82 (M=71.78, SD=5.30).
All participants were in apparently good health, reported normal or corrected-to-normal vision, and successfully completed a brief Ishihara test (1966) to confirm that colour vision was normal. Users of glasses and contact lenses were not discriminated against when recruiting either sample; both samples included individuals with corrected and uncorrected normal vision. Individuals in both groups were highly educated relative to the population at large; mean years in postsecondary education was 4.19 (SD=1.47) in the young sample and 4.78 in the elderly sample (SD=1.81). A Bayesian t-test produced slight evidence against the hypothesis that the young and elderly samples differed in years of formal education (BFH0=1.92). Note however, that if there were any difference, the advantage would be with the elderly sample.
The initial recruiting goal was to sample 24 participants per age group, and more participants than needed were scheduled to meet this goal. Recruitment fell short in the young sample because several scheduled participants failed to turn up for their appointments. Data analysis began after the recruitment goal for the elderly sample was met, and the results with respect to any group differences were decisive enough that further data acquisition was deemed unnecessary. Note that all reported analyses make exclusive use of Bayesian inference, so stopping rules were irrelevant.
Apparatus and Stimuli
Data were collected in the Cognitive Neuroscience Suite at the School of Philosophy, Psychology, and Language Sciences at the University of Edinburgh. Eye movements were monitored with an EyeLink 1000 tower mount system. Monocular recording was set to track each participants' right eye, recording 1000 samples per second.
Stimulus presentation and response collection were controlled with custom E-Prime 2.0 software. Stimuli consisted of patterns of 1, 4, 5, or 6 coloured squares.
On each trial, each square's location was determined by randomly selecting x and y coordinates from the 270 x 201 pixel region in the centre of the 1024 x 768 pixel monitor, with the restriction that each location must be at least 55 pixels from each other location and from the centre of the screen. Colours were selected randomly from a set of 7 colours chosen so as to nearly equate luminance of each of the stimulus colours with the light grey background (RGB value: 150, 150, 150) while still creating a discriminable set. An initial set of candidates were chosen using a webbased colour scheme applet (WorkWithColor.com), and then these were honed by measuring their luminance on the laboratory monitor using a photometer and adjusting values until they were within 4.9-5.9 cd/m 2 , approximately centred around the measured luminance of the grey background. Colours included in this set are shown in Figure 1 , with their RGB values. Colours were randomly selected for use in each trial at run time, with the experimental condition determining whether (and how many) duplicates were allowed.
Procedure and Design
Participants completed a visual change detection task in which three factors were manipulated: 1) the amount of redundancy (0, 2, or 3 items of the same colour), 2) whether a duplicate or unique colour was tested, and 3) set size (1, 4, 5, 6 ). After indicating consent, participants completed the brief colour-blindness assessment including 6 items from an Ishihara test (1966) . They were then introduced to the change detection task, completing a practice block of 8 trials with feedback on accuracy. Calibration of the EyeLink system commenced after the participant completed the practice trials. Just before the experimental trials began, participants were coached on how to perform articulatory suppression. Participants were instructed to repeat the words "two, ten" aloud at a tempo of 2 words per second from the time the fixation appeared until the probe item appeared.
Articulatory suppression was imposed to prevent attempts to verbally recode the colour patterns (though this is not strictly essential; Sense, Morey, Prince, Heathcote, & Morey, 2016 ). An experimenter attended during the whole session to answer questions, monitor eye movement data acquisition, and ensure compliance with articulation instructions.
Each trial began with the appearance of a fixation "+" for 400 ms, then after a 100-ms pause the study array was presented. After 1200-ms exposure, the colours were removed but the outlines of the squares remained as placeholders for a 3000-ms retention interval. At test, a colour re-appeared in one these positions, which was further highlighted by a surrounding circle. This display remained onscreen until the participant indicated their "same" or "change" response by pressing the corresponding button on a Microsoft Sidewinder gamepad. Figure 1 depicts the stimulus presentation, retention, and cued test events. To allow pupil size to stabilize, the response was followed by a 4000-ms delay before the commencement of the next trial.
Participants completed 192 trials each, divided into two equal blocks.
Proportional representation of same versus change trials and tests of unique versus duplicate colours was attempted to avoid biasing participants toward a particular response. Table 1 shows trial counts per participant and set size by whether the correct response was "same" or "change" and by colour redundancy condition. On change trials, the changed colour could be a new, unstudied colour, or a colour from a different item on the trial; for presentations including duplicates, I systematically varied whether a changed probe colour came from unique items or duplicates (e.g., a tested unique item from an array with a duplicate colour may change to a new colour, to the colour of a different unique item, or to the colour of a duplicate).
Because these possibilities varied depending on colour redundancy and set size conditions, it was not possible to perfectly equate the proportion of same and change trials or the likelihood of testing unique items compared with duplicates.
Ultimately, this design yielded 55% same and 45% change trials, and no participant noted that either seemed more likely. At least one duplicate was present in the display on 68% of trials, but a duplicate was only tested on 31% of trials. Single-item trials were included to unable modelling of attentional lapse likelihood; fewer single-item than multi-item trials were included because the independent variables could not be manipulated in single-item displays. Slight variance in the number of tests per set size occurred naturally because some types of changes (e.g., swapping the colours of two unique items) were not possible when there were three duplicate colours within a 4-item pattern. Three participants in the young sample completed an earlier version of this paradigm which differed only in that it included 216 trials similarly balanced with respect to proportions of same and change trials, and tests of unique items versus duplicates.
After the first block, participants were given a break of at least one minute and offered a glass of water. When the participant was ready to continue, the EyeLink system was freshly calibrated before the second block of trials commenced.
Analysis Methods
Capacity estimates. The analysis plan follows that of Morey et al. (2015) . Morey, 2011), I estimated ks for a variety of models attempting to account for potential effects of age group and level of colour redundancy during presentation and at test. WoMMBAT models working memory capacity as described by Rouder et al. (2008) , including parameters estimating individuals' guessing bias (g) and tendency to remain focused on the task (z). I coded colour redundancy at presentation and whether a unique or duplicate colour was tested as a single combined variable to avoid implementing an unbalanced design, but in multiple alternative ways so as to compare hypotheses about which levels of these factors differed. It could be the case that more redundancy at study and testing a duplicate colour both increase k, or it could be the case that only one of these variables matters. I therefore created variable that finely coded 5 levels of colour redundancy: high redundancy (i.e., three instances of one colour) at study, with tests of either a duplicate or unique colour; low redundancy (i.e., two instances of one colour) at study, with tests of either a duplicate or unique colour; and no redundancy at study (or test) . I compared the fits of models including this 5-level variable on k with models including simpler implementations collapsing either across level of redundancy (e.g., equating two and three instances of one colour) to make three levels, coding for only presence of redundancy at study (distinguishing between the finer 3-level coding, the grosser 2-level coding) but disregarding test type, and finally coding only for whether a redundant or unique item was tested.
For hypothesis testing, k was the parameter of greatest interest, but k values depend in part on allowing g and z to vary in a reasonable manner. The attention parameter z was allowed to vary by individual participant and by age group. It is implausible that the tendency for attention to lapse would be influenced by level of colour redundancy or by whether a redundant or unique colour was tested. Because it was plausible that guessing bias may be influenced by all of these variables, I
compared models with only participant and age group on the g parameter with models adding various codings of the colour redundancy factor. Allowing g to vary by participant, age group, and the most specified coding of colour redundancy produced the best fit, so this combination was used for all possible models of colour redundancy effects on k.
Gaze variables. As in Morey et al. (2015) , I was interested in understanding whether redundant colours were likely to capture attention during encoding or to be re-attended during retention. I investigated this by comparing the time spent fixating each type of item during the presentation and retention periods. An item was counted as fixated only if gaze fell directly within predefined regions of interest, encompassing a 40 x 40 pixel area (10.58 x 10.58 mm) centred on each presented square and around the central fixation. I also replicated Morey et al.'s analysis of how quickly during presentation and retention duplicate and unique colours were fixated. Additionally, I compared pupil size recovery speed during retention as a function of the amount of redundant colour present across conditions and age groups. Analyses of gaze data were performed using the R package BayesFactor (version 0.9.12-2; Morey & Rouder, 2014; Rouder, Morey, Speckman, & Province, 2012) . Table 2 provides the hit and correct rejection rates as a function of colour redundancy, set size, and age group. Trial-level data were entered into WoMMBAT (Morey, 2011; R. Morey & C. Morey, 2011 ) and models varying in the level of colour redundancy and effects of age on k were compared using deviance information criterion (DIC; Spiegelhalter, Best, Carlin, & van der Linde, 2002) . Lower DIC values indicate superior model fits. Five ways of coding colour redundancy were compared, along with potential effects of the age group factor. Model fit statistics are given in Table 3 , with models arranged by how colour redundancy was coded, with more complex models toward the top of the table. The simplest codings specify only probe type (i.e., whether a unique or duplicate colour was probed) and only colour redundancy (gross indicates two levels of colour redundancy in the presentation, fine indicates three). The more complex specifications code for the interaction between probe type and colour redundancy (with separate models examining gross and fine manners of coding colour redundancy). DIC values tended to decrease as model complexity increased. The best-fitting model included the most complex coding of colour redundancy, in which all three levels of redundancy at presentation were recognized, as well as the different probe types, and an interaction between this factor and age indicated that the colour redundancy effects differed somehow for the young and elderly samples.
Results

Capacity estimates
Mean k values estimated from the best-fitting model are plotted in Figure 2 , with the young sample means in the left upper panel, elderly values in the right panel. In both samples, the values order much as would be expected based on previous reports of the colour-sharing bonus (e.g., Morey, et al., 2015; Quinlan & Cohen, 2012; Peterson & Berryhill, 2013) . In the young sample, the posterior odds that the k for duplicate colour tests with maximum colour redundancy are greater than the other values are at least 217:1. Similarly, posterior odds that the k for duplicate colour tests in displays with two repetitions are greater than for unique colour tests in the same condition or in the baseline All Unique condition are at least 105:1. As Morey et al. (2015) observed, tests of unique colours in the midst of redundancy share these benefits. With maximum redundancy, posterior odds that ks for tests of a unique colour exceeded those for all values in the duplicate-2x or all unique conditions were at least 684:1. In the duplicate-2x conditions, posterior odds that the k estimate for unique tests exceeded the baseline k were 168:1. This constitutes clear evidence that colour redundancy boosted memory capacity even for unique items from the same display, as well as clear evidence that additional redundancy increased these benefits even more.
How did the ks differ in the elderly sample? The inclusion of an interaction between age group, level of colour redundancy, and probe type in the winning model indicates that these variables affected k differently for the elderly participants, but lower magnitude of the post-hoc comparisons suggest that differences lie only in the degree of effects observed. Again, duplicate colour tests from the maximum redundancy condition produced the highest ks, and odds that these ks exceeded all other ks were at least 37:1. With maximal colour redundancy, spill-over of the colour-sharing bonus to unique colours became clear: posterior odds that unique colour tests in the maximally redundant duplicate-3x conditions decidedly exceeded performance on unique colour tests in the minimal redundancy (5999:1) and baseline conditions (>25k:1) were convincingly high. However, with less redundancy, posterior odds that k for unique colours exceeded the baseline k were only about 22:1, which is more tentative evidence than that obtained in the same analysis with young adults. While not drastically different from the pattern observed in young adults, the interaction with age group present in the best-fitting model seems to arise because elderly adults benefited less from low redundancy than young adults did, particularly for unique colour tests. With maximal colour redundancy however, clear benefits emerged in older adults even for unique colour tests. Across all conditions, mean ks in the young adult group were 3.87 compared to 3.07 in the elderly group, replicating the age-related decreases to visual memory observed previously (e.g., Logie & Maylor, 2009; Swanson, 2017) .
Gaze towards unique and duplicate colours
Five participants (four from the elderly group) were excluded from all analyses of gaze due to poor acquisition of gaze data or inability to calibrate the eye tracker, leaving N=39. Table 4 gives the average number of fixation counts and the average time of fixations toward each a priori category of interest areas (centre, unique colour, duplicate colour) for the stimulus presentation and retention periods and the colour redundancy conditions. There was no evidence of differences between the amount of gaze data acquired amongst different colour redundancy conditions or age groups during stimulus presentation (BFs from 0.01 -1.48), but slight evidence that participants in both age groups committed fewer fixations in conditions with more colour redundancy during the retention period (BF = 3.66).
Under these unrestricted viewing conditions of displays where all items could be seen when fixating the centre, we observed little effect of directly fixating the tobe-tested item on accuracy, which is consistent with previous findings. Evidence suggested that directly fixating the eventual probe item did not influence accuracy (BFsNull > 4.35).
Consistently with Morey et al. (2015) , we observed little reason to believe that duplicates captured and held attention. I compared the proportion of time spent fixating duplicates and unique colours in displays with redundancy to what would be expected if fixations to objects were distributed randomly, carrying out a Bayes Factor ANOVA on differences between actual and expected proportional gaze time. This analysis included fixed factors of colour redundancy condition (two or three duplicates), age group (young and old), and set size (4, 5, or 6) on relative looking toward duplicate colours. During stimulus presentation, the best model included main effects of set size and colour redundancy condition (BF > 3900, ± 0.92%), with participants looking at duplicates less frequently than expected at set sizes 4 (M= -0.06) and 5 (M= -0.03), and slightly more than expected at set size 6 (M=0.04), and showing a stronger tendency to look toward unique colours when there were three duplicates (M= -0.04) than when there were two duplicates (M=0.01). This pattern did not appear to differ with age: excluding a main effect of age on relative looking was favoured by a factor of BF > 4, and excluding an interaction between age and colour redundancy condition was favoured by BF > 17.
Relative time looking at duplicates is plotted in Figure 3 by colour redundancy condition and set size for both the stimulus presentation and retention periods, along with BFs comparing each estimate with chance expectations. With only one estimate numerically greater than chance and some estimates decisively lower than chance, the data in Figure 3 provide no reason to believe that duplicate colours generally captured and held attention during stimulus presentation.
During retention, it became even clearer that participants were more likely to seek out the locations where unique colours had been presented in arrays with duplicate colours. While the best model included only main effects of set size and colour redundancy condition (BF> 50 million), a model also including an interaction between set size and age group could not be ruled out (BF= 2.10 favouring the simpler model). If there is truly an interaction to be observed here, it appears to be in how strong the tendency to look toward unique colours was, not whether unique colours were more likely to be fixated than duplicates. Both young and old participants consistently fixated the locations that had previously held duplicate colours much less frequently than would be expected by chance when there were two repetitions (M= -0.07) and when there were three repetitions (M= -0.16). The tendency to seek out the locations of the unique colours appeared to be strongest at set size four in both young (M= -0.16) and old (M= -0.17), but dropped nearly to chance level in the older sample as set size increased to 6 (MSS5= -0.10, MSS6= -0.02) while remaining well below chance in the younger sample (MSS5= -0.14, MSS6= -0.11). Altogether, this replicates Morey et al.'s (2015) finding that during retention individuals tend to look back to the locations of the unique items, and extends it by showing that this trend increases with increased redundancy.
Speed of first fixating unique vs. duplicate colours
In trials containing a duplicate colour, another way to assess attentional capture is to consider which kind of object was fixated first. Morey et al. (2015) showed that during presentation of the stimulus participants were likely to fixate a duplicate earlier than a unique colour, but during the retention period, they were more likely to quickly fixate the position occupied by a unique colour, in addition to looking more frequently at the unique-colour positions overall. This pattern suggests that duplicates may capture attention initially, but that later participants may focus on recalling the unique colours. This explanation is consistent with the proportional fixation patterns, which suggest that during retention former positions of unique colours are fixated decisively longer than duplicates, and suggest a schema for detailed encoding based on quickly-acquired knowledge about the array (namely, how it is structured with respect to the duplicate colours). However, since in this sample eventual trial accuracy did not predict whether the participant had directly fixated the probed item, these results should be interpreted cautiously.
I replicated Morey et al.'s (2015) analysis in this sample. I analysed the minimum time taken per trial to fixate three potential interest areas (the centre of the screen, the position of a unique colour, or the position of a duplicate) during the stimulus presentation and retention periods. For each period, I began with an omnibus analysis including age group (elderly or young), colour redundancy condition (two or three duplicates), and set size (4, 5, or 6) in addition to interest area. I used the omnibus analysis to rule out factors, justifying simpler follow-up analyses. During stimulus presentation, set size was not present in the competing models with the highest Bayes factors; exclusion of set size from the best model was favoured by a factor of at least 60. Follow-up analyses including the remaining factors supported a model including effects of interest area, age group, and an interaction between interest area and age group (BF=1.86x10 690 , ± 1.77%). Inclusion of the interaction between age group and interest area was strongly favoured (BF>1 million). Though older adults' minimum first fixations (M=905, SD=528) were slower overall than those of younger adults (M=828, SD=537), their fixations off the centre were quicker than those of young adults (see Table 5 and Figure 4) . However, in both groups, the centre was likely to be fixated earliest, then a duplicate, and then a unique colour. Excluding colour redundancy from the model was favoured by a factor of more than 30, so this pattern is likely unaffected by the amount of redundancy in the display.
During retention, the opposite pattern with respect to interest areas emerged (similarly to Morey et al., 2015) : the positions where unique colours had been presented were likely to be fixated earliest. The omnibus analysis suggested that colour redundancy would be excluded, so I ran a 3-way Bayes factor ANOVA on minimum fixation times including the remaining factors. The best model included only an effect of interest area (BF=1.98x10 45 , ± 1.86%). An additional effect of set size could not be ruled out (BF for excluding it was 1.85). Excluding an effect of age group was favoured by a factor of more than 10. These results are depicted in Figure   5 , which makes clear that speed of fixating the former positions of unique colours during retention was quickest regardless of age group or set size.
Pupillometry
Changes in pupil size can be taken as reflections of the cognitive effort expended during a task (Kahneman, 1973) . Though differences in tendencies to fixate unique items could not explain observed differences in capacity estimates between young and elderly adults, possibly the similar processes occurring in the young and elderly samples required different levels of effort, which could be distinguished via pupillometry. Figure 6 , which depicts proportional pupil size (against average baseline area values recorded per participant during the second before the plotted period) beginning 1.50 seconds prior to stimulus presentation in the elderly and young samples as a function of colour redundancy condition, suggests that perhaps the age groups differed in effort expended during retention as a function of the amount of colour redundancy in the to-be-remembered display. A sharp decrease in pupil size was apparent after the onset of the stimulus presentation, indicative of the brightness change in the monitor when the stimuli appeared (which is to be expected; Mathôt, 2018) . This makes analysis of the stimulus presentation period impossible, but the rates of pupil size recovery during the 3000-ms retention period can be taken to reflect expended effort.
I entered proportional pupil sizes into a Bayesian mixed linear model including age group, set size, colour redundancy, and time during the retention period (divided into 10 300-ms bins to balance the competing need for fine granularity of the data with ease of computation) as factors. The best model included interactions between age group and each of the other three factors, as well as an interaction between set size and colour redundancy (BF=2.53x10 812 , ±2.85%).
Means (and standard deviations) for both age groups along the set size and colour redundancy values are given in Table 6 . The interaction between set size and colour redundancy was favoured by a factor of more than 10,000, and appeared to be due to larger differences between colour redundancy conditions at low compared to higher set sizes. As for the interaction with age group, for elderly adults little difference emerged in pupil size across set size or colour redundancy conditions, whereas for the young adults, pupil size seemed to gradually increase with set size, and to gradually increase with the number of unique colours to be remembered (see Figure 6 ). Though the absolute values are small, interactions with age group were favoured decisively: the interactions between age group and colour redundancy and between age group and set size were both favoured more than 5900:1, and the interaction between age group and time period was favoured by many millions.
Figure 6 reveals a much larger and more graded difference between the three levels of colour redundancy in the young than in the elderly adults, with more repetition corresponding to smaller pupil values that take longer to increase to baseline during the retention interval. Smaller values in conditions with more redundancy are consistent with the suggestion that encoding duplicate colours requires less effort, consistently with the hypothesis that they are encoded together as group very early in the trial. When more items from the to-be-remembered display are grouped into a single configuration, young adults require less effort to remember the remaining contents of the display.
Discussion
It is now firmly established that feature redundancy in to-be-remembered visual displays drastically boosts memory (Morey et al., 2015; Peterson & Berryhill, 2013; Quinlan & Cohen, 2012) . Here, this benefit was confirmed, and novel tests provide additional detail about how and why this benefit occurs. First, Morey et al.'s finding of a measurable carry-over benefit to unique items from displays with redundancy was confirmed. The present experiment revealed continuous boosts to uniquely coloured items across three levels of feature redundancy. Second, I
confirmed that increased feature redundancy is associated with reduced pupil dilation during retention, which suggests that redundancy eases the effort needed for maintenance. Healthy older adults' memories also benefitted from feature redundancy. Though elderly adults interacted with the stimuli in a similar manner as younger adults, they showed less differentiation of the pupillary response with redundancy, suggesting that they exert more effort to perform the same task. This finding is consistent with compensation-based theories of cognitive aging (Park & Reuter-Lorenz, 2008; Reuter-Lorenz & Cappell, 2008) , and since there was also no evidence of differences in gaze patterns between age groups which might have reflected the deployment of categorically different strategies, the pupillometry evidence suggests that increased effort in the elderly is unlikely to be strategydependent. The differences we clearly observed between young and elderly adultsattenuated easing of effort needed during retention to maintain the arrays, and less clear boosts to memory for unique items amidst redundancy -are consistent with the idea that cognitive resources might be more limited in the elderly. However, these results also confirm that perceptual organization benefits the elderly as well as the young, and does not depend on attention. Altogether, these findings confirm that colour redundancy could be exploited to boost memory for visual materials in both young and older adults.
It should be noted that though memory performance is expressed in terms of k, this discrete model of memory capacity was not used in order to attempt to argue that feature redundancy literally expands the capacity of some latent memory store. here. This pattern, particularly the consistency with which participants apparently seek out the former positions of uniquely-coloured items during retention, is interesting because it eliminates the possibility that participants' gaze (and possibly their attention) during retention is drawn to the items they definitely remember.
Participants are much more likely to remember the duplicate items from an array; if their attention during retention were focused on the items held in mind, then we should have observed quicker and more frequent gazes toward the position of duplicate, not unique, colours. The pattern replicated here is consistent with the idea that fixating during retention reflects a covert retrieval attempt (see Ferreira, Apel, & Henderson, 2008) . However, in this study no clear benefits of fixating during retention on performance were observed. If re-fixating the position of a tobe-remembered item reflected an attempt to retrieve details about that item, then one would predict that accuracy would be higher for probed items that were fixated than probed items that were not. Possibly, this process is not uniformly effective, and thus not guaranteed to benefit performance much. The consistency of these patterns across samples suggests that they reflect some stable process. Further experimentation is needed to work out what processes these consistent gaze patterns reflect. Notably, the early looking to redundant items during presentation that Morey et al. documented also replicated. This finding is consistent with the supposition that perceptual organization occurs rapidly and automatically (see discussion of Hamilton et al., 2018) . It is also notable that similar organization does not seem to occur for less salient shape features (Quinlan & Cohen, 2012) or for semantic aspects of shapes (Quinlan & Cohen, 2016) . Altogether, the available evidence strongly suggests that the apprehension of colour redundancy rapidly organizes the scene, and this organization clearly benefits memory.
The effects of feature redundancies and similarities seem to differ for visual and auditory-verbal materials. Because short-term memory phenomena for serial verbal materials have been studied so extensively, a natural default assumption for visual materials is to assume that the same phenomena would appear in visual memory (Morey, 2018) . This leads to the expectation, for instance, that visually similar items will be confused with each other and their presence in a stimulus will lead to increased errors, as with acoustically similar stimuli (Baddeley, 1966; Conrad, 1964) . In fact, the evidence for visual similarity effects has been mixed.
Visual confusion errors can occur (Awh, Barton, & Vogel, 2007) , particularly in the recall of visually-presented verbal information (Logie, Della Sala, Wynn, & Baddeley, 2000; Logie, Saito, Morita, Varma, & Norris, 2016; Saito, Logie, Morita, Saint-Aubin, & Tremblay, 2008) . Other evidence contrarily indicates that feature similarities do not impair visual memory, and under some circumstances similarity may even enhance visual memory (Jiang, Lee, Asaad, & Remington, 2016; Lin & Luck, 2009; Sun et al., 2017) . Sun et al. (2017) found that the presentation of more visually dissimilar to-be-remembered items provoked greater interference, increasing the likelihood of wholesale forgetting of visual objects. A boundary condition could be whether the information has a temporal element. In comparing effects of colour similarity on memory for sequences of colours, Jalbert et al. found that recall of sequences of similarly-coloured items were impaired regardless of whether the colours were to be recalled in their correct order or whether they were to be placed in their correct locations. However, while order errors were likely to fall close in temporal space to the correct position, spatial location errors were unrelated to the nearness of the alternatives. The available evidence suggests that similarity may operate differently when recalling details across time versus space.
Clearly, more work is needed to fully reveal the boundary conditions on effects of similarity on visual memory, but it already appears that similarity affects visual memories differently from acoustic or verbal memories, perhaps largely because acoustic and verbal memories are likely to include temporal information. Though differences between visual and verbal short-term memory phenomena are often taken as evidence for distinct short-term memory systems (e.g., Quinlan & Cohen, 2016) , it is plausible that differences between the boundary conditions of acoustic and visual similarity effects arise due to the differences in perceptual and motor affordances natural to verbal and visual stimuli (Macken, Taylor, & Jones, 2015) , as well as the task characteristics (e.g., recall or recognition, sequential or simultaneous presentation) that frequently differ between verbal and visual measures of ostensibly analogous phenomena (e.g., Ward, Avons, & Melling, 2005) .
In conclusion, these results bolster the view that redundant visual features in a display are encoded as a perceptual group, and that this organization facilitates memory both for the grouped items and for uniquely coloured items from the same display. These robust boosts to visual memory are predicted by theories of visual memory that assume that limits are discrete or continuous, and are consistent with calls to account for perceptual organization and chunking in models of visual memory (Brady & Tenenbaum, 2013) . The results reported here confirm that healthy elderly adults likewise benefit from feature redundancy and show comparable fixation patterns to young adults. These data provide additional, novel evidence for the proposal that perceptual grouping eases visual memory limits by linking feature redundancy with reduced pupil size, an indicator of cognitive effort.
Though perceptual organization apparently occurs early and rapidly, and does not require devoted attention to be beneficial, it may nonetheless be necessary to invoke general attention processes to fully explain all the ways in which feature redundancy eases encoding and boosts observed memory capacity. The best-fitting model with the lowest DIC is indicated in bold text. Each model was estimated with 25,000 MCMC iterations, with between-participant variance on the k parameter in addition to the other factors being compared across models of k. The models are ordered from most to least complex. Sections divide models that differ by how the colour redundancy variable was coded. All models included between-participant variance and main effects of age group on the z and g parameters, plus main effects of colour redundancy on the g parameter. N=44. Fixations were trimmed by interest period (stimulus presentation and retention interval). The stimulus presentation interest period included 500 ms prior to the stimulus onset, in order to frequently avoid trimming the initial central fixation. Trials with no recorded fixations to any of these interest areas were excluded from analysis. Standard deviations in parentheses. Note. Proportional pupil sizes were calculated by dividing each observation by the participant's average pupil size during the 1000-ms period before the fixation appeared. Standard deviations in parentheses. preceded by a fixation (+), which lasted 400 ms, followed by a 100-ms blank screen.
After the participant's response, a 4000-ms delay was imposed before the next trial started. Relationships between square and display size are not to scale. 
